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Guidance Note: Job Sharing 
 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1  Job-sharing is a flexible working arrangement under which two or more 
 employees share one full-time job.  

1.2  Job-sharing has become increasingly popular as a form of part time or flexible 
 working as it grants flexibility to the employees concerned and also to the 
Company, especially if there is some overlap of the job-sharer’s hours built in 
during very busy periods.  

1.3 In a job-share arrangement, the responsibilities and duties of the job are split, 
and the hours, pay and benefits of the full-time job are divided in proportion to 
the hours worked by each job-share partner.  

1.4 Jobs may be split in a variety of ways e.g. by dividing the total number of 
hours that must be worked or by allocating different duties to each job sharer.  
However the job is divided, it makes sense for the employer to build flexibility 
into the arrangement at the outset so that hours or duties can be covered in 
the event of absence through holiday or sickness.      

2. Managing Job-share Arrangements 

2.1 Essentially, job-sharing employment contracts are part-time employment 
contracts.   

2.2 Each job sharer’s employment contract should set down that employee’s 
terms of employment, including their hours of work and the level of flexibility 
required.     

2.3  Each job-sharer’s employment contract should state the extent to which the 
job-sharer is required to cover for his/her partner’s absence e.g. for sickness 
or holiday.  This needs to be discussed and agreed when the job-share 
arrangement is being put in place.  Employers should take a reasonable 
approach and bear in mind that it might be unfair to expect one half of the job-
share arrangement to work extra hours with no notice if, for example, the other 
employee calls in sick. 

2.4 It is sensible to construct a job share arrangement so that there is some 
overlap between the job-sharers and there is some time when they are both at 
work together.  This will ensure a proper handover of work and aid continuity 
and consistency of approach. 

2.5 Employers should remember to treat each job-share partner separately in 
relation to matters like bonuses or pay increases linked to job performance so 
as to reflect the fact that one half of the job share arrangement may perform 
better in the role than the other.   

2.6 Similarly, training needs should be assessed individually for each half of the 
job-share arrangement. 

3. What Happens When a Job-Share Partner Leaves? 

3.1 The employment contract should clearly define what will happen if one job-
share partner leaves or is transferred elsewhere in the Company.  Specifically, 
the contract should clearly cover what will happen if a new job share partner 
cannot be found within a reasonable period of time and after the Employer has 
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made reasonable attempts to fill the job-share role. 

3.2 Usually, in these circumstances, the remaining job-sharer will be asked if 
he/she wishes to carry out the role on a full time basis.  If not, he/she will be 
transferred to another part time role elsewhere in the Company. If there is no 
part time role elsewhere in the Company to which the remaining job-sharer 
can be transferred, then it may be possible to terminate the employment of the 
remaining job-sharer and recruit a full time person to carry out the whole job 
instead.   

3.3 This would be a potentially fair dismissal for ‘Some other substantial reason’ 
provided that: 

3.3.1 The job-sharer was aware from the start of the arrangement that 
his/her employment could be terminated in these circumstances; and 

3.3.2 The Company makes reasonable efforts to find a replacement job-
share partner; and 

3.3.3 The Company acts fairly and reasonably in dismissing the remaining 
job share partner e.g. by not putting pressure on him/her to work longer 
hours or to work full time. 

4. Statutory Right of Job-Sharers  

4.1 As stated above, job-sharers are part time employees and so are entitled to 
the same contractual benefits e.g. holiday entitlement or pay, on a pro rata 
basis as full time employees doing the same or similar role.  

4.2 The principle of non-discrimination principle also applies to non-contractual 
matters like training or promotion opportunities.  

4.3 Similarly, part time workers have the same statutory rights as full time workers 
to, say, statutory redundancy pay or unfair dismissal rights.  

4.4 A job share arrangement may come about as the result of a flexible working 
request, in which case fair procedures must be followed (see Simply-Docs 
Flexible Working suite of documents).   

4.5  Essentially, the right to request flexible working is available to male and 
female employees with at least six months' service who have caring 
responsibilities for a child under the age of 17 (18 if the child is disabled) or for 
an adult dependant. 
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